
Saltwater chlorinator /pH regulator

à	Clear water without chemicals 

à	For healthier water and bathing comfort

à	A more eco-friendly water treatment
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A complete treatment, your way to peace of mind!

Your dealer
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Designed for pools until 120 m3, JUSTSALT® produces a powerful 
and effective disinfectant by saltwater chlorination. It exempts you 
from chemical disinfectants throughout the season.

Besides, JUSTSALT®DUo regulates your pool pH level 
automatically. Thanks to its probe, which analyses the water 
continuously and to the injection of the corrective pH agent, 
JUSTSALT®DUo maintains the pH at an ideal level (7 to 7.4).  
The efficiency of the disinfection is then optimal.

JUSTSALT®DUo is easy to install and use: a single key allows 
adjusting production according to pool volume and number of 
bathers.

JUSTSALT®DUO, the maintenance of your pool is no longer an 
hassle!

è	  20 years of experience dedicated to 
the swimming pools water treatment 
(Made in France)

è	  Advanced electronics to combine 
performance and ease of use

 è	  High quality cells and probes that 
provide exceptional lifespan

 è	  Real customer service with a 
Hotline specially dedicated to end 
users

Disinfection and pH regulation of your pool

è	2 MoDeLS oF proBeS

> HOW TO INSTALL JUSTSALT®DUO
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è		SALT/TH TeST 
STrIpS

è		AcceSSorIeS 
HoLDer For An eASY 
InSTALLATIon

pH

è		Easy to use: a single key allows adjusting the production according to 
pool volume and number of swimmers

è		Permanent display of pH and chlorine production

è		Proportional pH regulation adjustable set point from 6,8 to 7,6

è		Self cleaning cell by adjustable polarity from 0 to 16 hours according 
to water hardness (analysis kit supplied)

è		BOOST mode for 24 hours over chlorination 

è		LOW MODE to reduce chlorine production when cover is closed

è		Safety: low water / low salt / scaled cell / no flow (option)

è		Chlorinator advanced diagnostic program

JUSTSALT® DUO + 60/90/120 

è		Display of water temperature

è		Winterizing control (stop at 15°c and restart)

è		Safety used cell

è		Proportional pH regulation adjustable to the volume, exclusive 
technology allowing correcting agent optimization

OPTIONS

è		BLUe pH probe warranted: 1 year

è		pool automation system SIMPLEO®: saves until 20 % on your electric 
consumption    

è		POOL TERRE grounding kit to evacuate electrostatic loads and to 
protect your pool

è		Independent flow sensor 
pH
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